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Note:
l. Question I is Compulsory

2. Solve any three from remaining five

3. Figures to nght indicate full marks

4. Assume suitable data if necessary

Q.l Attempt any four
a) Write element matrix equation in the follorving fields explaining each

tenll:
i. lD steady state, heat transfer by conduction

ii. Torsion Analysis

b) Prove that linear triangular element is CST element.

c) Explain dilferent types of Boundary conditions with examples.

d) Explain plane stress and plane strain conditions with examples.

e) What do you mean by consistent mass matrix and lumped mass rnatrix.

Give s,ritable maihematical expression'?

T.E. CTnech"rnicd ) Cso g Cc6)csermgD

20

Q.2 a) Solve the following differential equation using Method of least square 10

,)

',-f -tott =5 ; 0 <Y < 1.3:(0) : 0,-Y(l) : 0
dx-

Compare answer with exact solution at x :0.5

b) Find the displacement at nodes axd stresses over each element.
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PROPERTIES srEEL (S) ALUMINIIUM (A) BRASS (B)

'AREA, mrns 200 374 370

E,, Nl mm3 2x 105 7x104 8.8x 101

Length" mm I 000 350 300
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Q'3 a) 'A 
copper fin of diameter 2 cm, length 6 cm and thermal conductivitv is

100 Wm o 

9 Tj is exposed to ambient air at 30 ,a ,.;rl;;;ffiJf.;
coefficient 25Wlm2 0C. Ifone end of the fin is maintained at t.*p.i*o
-500 

0 c and other end is at 200 0 c . solve ur. rotto*irg oiir.r""tirr
equation for obtaining the temperature distribution over thi length of afin.

d20
kA. dxz- ho? = 0

0: Temperature difference:Tx _Ta.

use Rayleigh-Ritz method, mapped o\/er generar erement, taking
Lagrange's rinea, shape functions and triree iinear erements.
write all the steps clearly. compare your answer with exact af x:2,4 cm

b) For the iso parametric quadrilateral element shown in figure. Determine
cartesian coordinates of poinr p which has local coordiriares ((;): 

---
(0.s773s.0.57735).
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a) Compute the stress

figure. E:200 GPa.

in the mernbers of the truss shorvn
each ffierrber is '2oa mm2.
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b) The nodal coorciinare of the
triangular element are as shor,vn in
frfigure. ,,, Take the nodal
displacement vector
er=12 0l, t -0,3 o,),.a,5.0,3.0] in
mm.rObtained the displacenlent at
the, interior point p whose x and yI coordinate lir ( I .5).
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a) Evaluate the natural frequencies for the bar w'ith varying cross sections

shown in figure. L=200 mm, E :20O GPa and p:8000 kg/m3.

Consider fwo elements of equal lengths.

A = 400m m2 { = 200mm2

4 (2,3) 3 (4,3i

10

10

12

08

b) Quadriiateral element is shcrvn in fig'-119.

The temperatures at the nodes are

Tr:100"C. Tt:(r0oC , T3:50"C and

T+:90oC respectively Deter';niue the

temperafLlre at a point P (2.5, 2.5)

Q.6 a) A CST element is shown in figure. The modulus of elasticity and

Poisson's ratio for plate material are 70 x 103 Nlmm2 and 0.3 respectively.

Upon loading of the plate, the nodal deflections were found to be in x and

y direction respectively as

ut: 0.01mm and vr: -0.04mm, u:: 0.03mm and v:: 0.02mn, u:: -
0.02mm and vr: -0.04mm.

Determine:
i. The Jacobian for (x,y)-((n) transformation

ii. The strain-displacement relation matrix

iii. The stress in plate

b) Explain Convergence'criteria. What do you understand by h & p

method of Finite Element Analysis'l
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